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 Product/market fit
 Why is it so important?

The best way to answer this question is to look at what data tells us.

90% of new startups fail.
75% of venture-backed startups fail.
Under 50% of businesses make it to their fifth year.

The main reason for start-ups to fail? Not enough market need for the
product .

For a company to succeed it is key that the product satisfies the needs of a
market and its potential customers. 

Without a solid product/market fit you may end up investing in building
something that is not commercially viable.  

As a growth hacking agency owner and a scale-up mentor I speak to start-up
founders on a daily basis and I am so fortunate to call this my job.

In this practical step-by-step guide we bundled our learnings of the past 10
years validation & growth hacking. We combined it with what has been written
by the greatest minds in the industry of incubating & scaling start-ups.

Enjoy reading and using this guide for your benefit.

Tanja Sanders
CEO GrowthHub
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About us

VISIT GROWTHHUB

We are the founders of GrowthHub, a Growth Hacking Agency & Academy. It
is our mission to help business founders with our customized and engineered
approach to realize their ultimate growth potential. We combine strategy,
mindset with execution to deliver scalable and sustainable growth.

Some facts about us, we:
have been growing and scaling businesses for over a decade now
scaled a Dutch travel company internationally and grew from 0 – 8 figures revenue in only 9
months
managed and scaled a start-up from 0 - 7 figures in 8 countries
scaled +80 companies with growth hacking
trained over 400 new growth hackers
run more than 300 validation experiments for our clients and our own businesses.
we failed countless times, we analyzed, learned and repeated the process over & over again.

To learn more about our journey:
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Introduction

Product/Market Fit as a concept is a well-known and widely
discussed in the start-up world. It is itself a elusive and comes with a
rather vage initial definition.

Several (very smart) people developed a process to measure it and
increase probability of achieving it as fast as possible. Why? When
product/market fit happens, it usually leads to a rocketship like
take-off and the benefits of product/market fit are huge. 

Product/Market Fit means you have found a (preferably large) group of extremely
happy customers using your product  in meanigful way and they are willing to pay
you for solving a painful and urgent problem for them.

The consequences are:

 1. Your customers are loyalt and you retain them easily at high rates

2. Your customers turn into advocates and refer new customers to you

3. You see high organic growth rates

4. Reducing your customer aquisitioin costs

5. and the bottom line result is a high Customer LifeTime Value.

And the above usually means that you get to reap even more benefits:

1. Talent acquisition becomes easier: better talent at lower costs

2. Raising capital takes a lot less efforts

3. Your planning and forecasting is more predictable

4. Your team is more motivated and dedicated

5. and much more....
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Turn your passion into a vision

Finding Product/Market Fit is the dream of every entrepreneur.

There are stories of start-up founders who became extremely
obsessed with finding it and anxious not achieving it. Some even
reported physical  stress symptoms like skin rushes during their
quest to product/market fit.

There is no guarantee that you find a high degree of
product/market fit. The best approach is to start with your own
passion and vision. What gets you excited? Which problem do you
want to solve and can you obsess with it for the next decade?

The following pages explain a rather sterile and scientific process how to find & keep
product/market fit.

Some incubators teach aspiring founders how to systematically research problems in
markets and validate possible product solutions.

The approach can work and has worked for some founders and teams.

We do believe starting with your own passion will give you a head start advantage.
Why?

1. You already have accumulated a lot of knowledge about the market

2.  You most likely have a network in the market and easy access to it

3. You keep up easily with market development / trends

4. You have already have deep understanding of the existing problems in the market
and a gut-feeling how to solve them

5. and an intrinsic motivation to go for it for the long run.

 The question you may want to answer for yourself is: Are you ready to invest a full
decade of your time into this?
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“In contrast to what most people think entrepreneurship is, which is evaluating a market
to try to find the holes or the problems and developing solutions of those problems, that
leads to very mundane outcomes.

The truly great technology companies are the exact opposite. They are the result of an
inflection point in technology that allows the founder to conceive a new kind of product.

The question then is, “Who wants to buy my product?” So you start with the product and
try to find the market as opposed to starting with the market to find the product.”

"Do not start with the
market - start with your
product."
Andy Rachleff  (co-founder of VC firm
Benchmark Capital,Wealthfront co-founder )
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 You know when you have Product/Market Fit.
“Make something people want.” 

Slogan of Y Combinator 

“You can always feel when product/market fit isn’t happening. The customers
aren’t quite getting value out of the product, word of mouth isn’t spreading, usage isn’t
growing that fast, press reviews are kind of “blah”, the sales cycle takes too long, and
lots of deals never close.

And you can always feel product/market fit when it’s happening. The customers
are buying the product just as fast as you can make it — or usage is growing just as fast
as you can add more servers. Money from customers is piling up in your company
checking account. You’re hiring sales and customer support staff as fast as you can.
Reporters are calling because they’ve heard about your hot new thing and they want to
talk to you about it.”

Marc Andreessen

“Product market fit doesn't feel like vague idle interest. It doesn't feel like a glimmer of
hope from some earlier conversation. It doesn't feel like a trickle of people signing up.
It really feels like everything in your business has gone totally haywire. There's a big
rush of adrenaline from customers starting to adopt it and ripping it out of your hands.
It feels like the market is dragging you forward.

I think the Dropbox founders said this best that product market fit feels like stepping on
a landmine...when we did find product market fit, I thought for sure, this is too tiny to
matter but it actually solved a real problem and the market demanded it and ripped it
out of our hands.”

Peter Reinhardt, founder/CEO of Segment 
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Learn from the best

“Product/market fit means being in a
good market with a product that can
satisfy that market."

Marc Andreessen
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Finding product/market fit

There are three things you have to get
right to find True Product/Market Fit:

1.   Make a product that people want
2. Make a profit delivering this product to

people at scale
3. Find and keep these people, sustainably

Lenny Rachitsky

FormerGrowth PM Lead at AirBnB
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Building products people love

"You have to be burning with an idea, or a
problem, or a wrong that you want to right. If
you're not passionate enough from the start,
you'll never stick it out."

Steve Jobs 
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#1 reason why start-ups fail

In the spirit of failure, we dug into the data on startup death and found
that 70% of upstart tech companies fail— usually around 20 months
after first raising financing (with around $1.3M in total funding closed). 
 
For consumer hardwarestartups, the stats are especially brutal, with
97% of seed or crowdfunded companies eventually dying or becoming
“zombies.”  
 

 CB Insights 350+ startup post mortem

No market need for product    

Other reasons reported related to Product/Market Fit:

Reluctance to get feedback and criticism on prototypes
The market might not be ready for your product
No passion/ No real interest in the market you are operating in
Ignorance of what your customers want / Ignoring customers’ needs
Pivot gone bad
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Scientific Process to Product Market Fit

1 Research Market

2 Define Value Hypothesis

3 Measure Product/Market Fit

4
Analyse Data & Feedback 

5
Create backlog for improvement

6 Rate backlog

7 Execute / Implement Improvements

8 Repeat Process
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The definition of a good
market

1. A large number of potential users
2. High growth in number of potential users
3. Ease of user acquisition

Andrew Chan 
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Product market fit is about
being in a good market."
"The size of the market, the dynamics of the
market, the nature of the competition. Our
objective is always to build big companies — if
you don't attack a big market, you're highly
unlikely to build a big company." 

Don Valentine, Founder of Sequoia Capital 
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Step1: Define a good market

 GOOD MARKETS ARE BIG ENOUGH FOR YOUR
AMBITION

GOOD MARKETS ARE  GROWING

 GOOD MARKETS ARE RICH & HUNGRY 

GOOD MARKETS HAVE EXISTING SOLUTIONS

FIT THEIR FOUNDERS

Estimating the market size & the market value is most of the time easy. Lots of data is
available through government databases, industry associations and research firms. How
big the market has to be, is a question of your ambition.

Being in a declining market is most of the time not a good idea. You want your market to
grow at least 10% the next 10 to 50 years. Finding a direct measure of your market’s
growth rate is sometimes difficult. In some cases you need to find indirect indicators of
your market’s growth rate and make a realistic estimate.

Does your target market have enough funds to pay for your solution? Will they jump on
your solution because they have a problem that needs to be solved urgently? 

Identify your competitors and evaluate their strategies to determine their strengths and
weaknesses relative to those of your own product or service. Which segments and their
needs are underserved by your competition? What is the market feedback about their
solution? How do they reach the customers and what is their value proposition to them?

If you are not passionate about your market, their problems and your solution, it may not
be a good idea to launch a business in the market.
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Step 1: Lean Market Research

II. Conduct observational research

III. Conduct individual interviews

Analyze the Data

Research your market. How? Below research methods are a great start.

I. Clearly define persona(s)

▢  What are their main goals, pains, gains & jobs?  

▢ What are their main barriers achieving their goals?

▢ Segment your market into homogenous groups

▢ Watch someone use your product (or a similar product) and take notes

▢ Capture the ‘what,’ ‘why,’ and ‘for whom’ of each action

▢ Record workflows & events in the workflow with a timestamp  

▢ Ask questions about their lives, their needs, their frustrations, and how a
product like yours could help  solve their problems

▢ Focus on WHY and get into details 

▢ Record the interviews for focus and listen

See appendix for interview question worksheet
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What is a value hypothesis?

"A value hypothesis is an attempt to articulate the key

assumption that underlies why a customer is likely to use your

product. Identifying a compelling value hypothesis is what I call

finding product/market fit. A value hypothesis identifies the

features you need to build, the audience that’s likely to care,

and the business model required to entice a customer to buy

your product. Companies often go through many iterations

before they find product/market fit, if they ever do.”

Andy Rachleff
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Step 2: Create your value
hypotheses

A value hypothesis is an assumption on how a product is
valuable to (potential) customers.

The structure of a value hypotheses is as follows: 

I believe that [target market]
will [do this action / use this
solution] for [this reason].

Let’s break it down:

[target market] = you have created one or more
customer persona already during your market research.
make sure to create a value hypothesis for niche
segments in your market.

[do this action / use this solution] = be as specific as
possible and make sure the usage of your product is
testable.

[this reason] = the actual problem you are solving
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Value Hypotheses Wisdoms

1.
with as many segments
as possible

“Now, within the value hypothesis, people think, “I should iterate
on the product until I find something people want.” No. You stick
with the product. You figure out if the first group I approach isn’t
desperate, then I’ll try to find a different group that’s desperate.

Now, most people don’t do that. Most people just keep on trying
more people to see somebody’s got to want it. The first class in my
product market fit class I ask, “Should everyone like your initial
idea?” The answer is absolutely not, because if they do, then the
only reason they do is they’ve been conditioned to like it by
someone else. Means people aren’t desperate for it because
somebody else is serving it.”

Note: It’s important to emphasize here that the iteration is more
about the market and the business model than the product itself.

Andy Rachleff 

2.
before starting with
your growth
hypothesis   

“First you need to define and test your value hypothesis and then
only once proven do you move on to what’s known as a growth
hypothesis. The value hypothesis defines the what, the who and
the how. What are you going to build? Who is desperate for it?
What’s the business model you’re going to choose to deliver?

Until you prove your value hypothesis, you waste money to spend
money trying to acquire customers. Unfortunately, most people try
to get the growth before they prove the value hypothesis. You
don’t want to get the cart ahead of the horse.”

Andy Rachleff  

3.
follow the scientific
process

Process: Value hypothesis => Test it => Prove it => Move on or
Iterate.

“You often stumble into your product/market fit. Serendipity plays
a role in finding product/market fit but the process to get to
serendipity is incredibly consistent. What we do is teach that
incredibly consistent process.”
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 Pre-product market feedback

“In a battle between two ideas, the best one doesn't necessarily win. No,
the idea that wins is the one with the most fearless heretic behind it.” 

Seth Godin, Tribes: We Need You to Lead Us

If you are in ideation stage, start gathering feedback from the market and find out two
things about your idea:

1. Are potential customers excited about your product?
2. Are they willing to pay for it?

How?

Listen (Talk) to potential customers: set-up meetings in B2B, ask for a
favour
Ambush them (e.g. in coffee shops): in exchange for a coffee
Do a survey: spread on FB, Reddit, Quora, LinkedIn
Ask your network for feedback: pick the smartest guys in your network in
the industry
Pitch an investor: if you know one....
Create a pitch video, design a landingpage with feedback form
Create a live test (see appendix)
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Step 3: Measuring PMF

 I: Sean Ellis Survey

II: Extended NPS Survey

 III: PMF Data Metrics

"Just ask users “how would you feel if you could no longer use the product?” and measure
the percent who answer “very disappointed.”

After benchmarking nearly a hundred startups, Sean Ellis found that the magic number for
product/market fit was 40%. Companies that struggled to find growth almost always had
less than 40% of users respond “very disappointed” in the survey, whereas companies with
strong traction almost always exceeded that threshold."

pmfsurvey.com

"When it comes to measuring customer satisfaction with your product, the Net Promoter
Score (NPS) can be one of the most important metrics you should pay attention to. I
consider it an essential customer relationship measure for every product company and
find this system yet another relevant technique for measuring the product/market fit." 

Rafayel Mkrtchyan Product Management Consultant @productguy.io

"1. Non-Trivial Top Line Growth
2. Retention
3. Meaningful Usage
In my opinion, when and only when you have these three things can you say with close to
100% certainty you have product market fit among a meaningful market."

Brian Balfour  , Founder/CEO of Reforge , previously VP Growth @ HubSpot 
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Step 4: Analyse Data
“At Skyscanner we developed an in-house Product Market Fit tool that allowed us to
automatically score product market fit and track progress against it, enabling easy
comparison between markets and regional trends. ” 

Yara Paoli  - Chief Growth Scientist @Growth OS. Ex CGO in residence @Preply, Former VP of Growth
@Skyscanner.

This chapter is an eBook by itself. We keep this part rather short here and
recommend diving into it, when did your first measurement.

The main goals of the data analysis are:

 1. Identify the fit of your fans & on-the-fence users

2. Identify the (underserved) needs of both groups

3. Validate your value hypotheses with both groups

4. Identify product improvements with high impact on PMF

5. Identify product improvements for (new) needs currently unserved

Depending on the method used, it is recommended to hire professional help
e.g. data analyst for advanced analysis of e.g. cohorts per segments.

Wordclouds work well for visual representation of word frequencies in
responses.
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Step 5 & 6: Backlog for improvement

Reorienting Superhuman around this single metric paid off. When we started this journey in the summer of 2017, our
product/market fit score was 22%. After segmenting to focus on the very disappointed set of users, we were at 33%.
Within just three quarters of our work to improve the product, the score nearly doubled to 58%.

Rahul Vohra,founder and CEO of Superhuman

“As you know, I called my book "That Will Never Work" because everyone I pitched that original idea had that reaction. (Including my
wife!). But they were right. The original idea didn’t work. But hundreds of failed experiments later, and after many a sleepless night
of worrying, we finally tested the unlikely combination of No Due Dates, No Late Fees, and Subscription that ultimately was the thing
that ended up working. And boy did it work. Within days of testing it we knew we had a winner. Where before we were struggling to
get traffic, all of sudden we couldn’t keep up. Our previously prodigious amounts of inventory were suddenly not enough.
Engagement soared, churn went dramatically down. Everything started working!”

Marc Randolph, first CEO and co-founder

1.

Create a list to
improve
product

▢ Make a list of product improvements

▢ Focus on the needs/ feedback of your fans and the on-
the-fence users

▢ Categorise the backlog smartly e.g. Epics, Stories,
Features or improvements vs extensions vs new
product category

▢ Investigate further with user research if necessary

2.

Rate the
backlog

▢ Use a simple scoring system to rate the backlog: impact
vs effort

▢ RICE score: reach, impact, confidence, and effort

▢ Formulate hypotheses (impact on PMF)

▢ Make sure to do sanity checks for huge effort items
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Step 7 & 8: Implement & Repeat

1.

Implement
improvements

▢ Manage expectations of your team. Not all
improvements will move the PMF needle as expected

▢ Make sure to measure improvements only with new
users

▢  Communicate changes early and often with e.g.
marketing, support, sales. Make it a team effort.

▢ Improvements are not necessary only product related:
they can be marketing, messaging, sales process,
onboarding, support or business model related (or a
combination)

2.

Repeat

▢ Repeat this process and make it your company DNA

▢

▢ Formulate hypotheses (impact on PMF)

▢ Make sure to do sanity checks for huge effort items
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It Never Ends....
"This process never ends primarily for one reason -
your market doesn’t sit still. It is always moving.
These days markets are moving/changing at an
accelerating pace. As your market moves, your
product needs to move with it making
product/market fit a pulse that you need to
constantly keep your thumb on. Additionally, in the
effort to maintain growth, companies tend to
expand their target audiences to new segments
causing the need to step through this process
again."

Brian Balfour
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Sean Ellis Survey
"so we want to make sure that we survey enough people that we’ve got maybe
10 or 20 people who say they’d be very disappointed, that we can start to hone
in on the feedback that they’re giving." 

Sean Ellis, O.G. (Original Growth Hacker)

Question  Answer Options Analysis

0. Segmentation: Who are you? Only include if you have no data
about segments. use customer
persona for questions.

Segmentation Analysis

1. How did you discover
[ProductName]?

Blog / Friend or colleague / Google
/ LinkedIn / Twitter / Facebook /
Other (please specify) 

 Use to find similar new users in the
segment

2. How would you feel if you
could no longer use
[ProductName]?

 1. Very disappointed
2. Somewhat disappointed
3. Not disappointed (it really isn't
that useful)
4. N/A - I no longer use
[ProductName] 

5. Please help us understand why
you selected this answer. 

 Analysis per segment: 

Focus on 
Answer 1. => your fans or advocates
Answer 2. => on-the-fence users 

Ignore users who answered 3.

3. What would you likely use as
an alternative if [ProductName]
were no longer available?

1.  I probably wouldn't use an
alternative 

2. I would use:

 Urgency and Competition analysis

4. What is the primary benefit that
you have received from
[ProductName]?

 Open Question Value hypothesis analysis to
combine with question 2. per
segments. Normalize data. 
Wordclouds. Extract top 3.

5. Have you recommended
[ProductName] to anyone?

 1. No
2. Yes (please explain how you
described it)

 See your product through customer
eyes / words. Wordclouds.

6. What type of person do you
think would benefit most from
[ProductName]?

  Open Question  New segments. Wordclouds.
Normalize data.

 7. How can we improve
[ProductName] to better meet
your needs?

  Open Question  Combine with Q2 for roadmap
creation towards PMF. Wordclouds.

8. Would it be okay if we
followed up by email to request a
clarification to one or more of
your responses?

  Open Question  Make it a habit listing to 5-10 per
week for more feedback and
clarification
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Sean Ellis Survey - How to Use
“With all the world of mouth around Slack, it’s no surprise that it has product/market fit.
In fact, 51% of people chose that they would be “very disappointed” if Slack no longer
existed. According to Sean Ellis if at least 40% of survey respondents make this choice,
there’s product/market fit. ” 

Hiten Shah  - Founder Crazy Egg , KISSmetrics  and Quick Sprout . 

I. Question number 2 is the leading indicator for PMF:

The option “very disappointed” indicates that the product is a must-have for the
customer. Once the product team gets 40% of the interviewed customers to vote for
“very disappointed,” then there is a good chance that the product is on its way towards
sustainable and scalable growth.

The magic number 40% was taken after the comparison of results from hundreds of
startups who run this test. Startups that received at least 40% of their customer
responses as “very disappointed” managed to build high-growth business models.
Whereas, startups that got their results below 40% had issues with sustainability.

When selecting the target group of customers to be surveyed, Ellis recommends the
following qualifications as the requirements for participation in order to make sure you
are interviewing the right target group:

Customers who have experienced the core of your product.
Customers who have experienced your product at least twice.
Customers who have experienced your product in the past two weeks.

II. Analyse Data per Market Segment:

 You will find differences in the segments and the aim is to find the segment where your
product is has the strongest product market fit.

III. Follow-up with Interviews / Surveys:

 Follow-up on your advocates and on-the-fence users to find out how to improve your
product.
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Value Hypothesis Worksheet

Persona Name: 

What are the main problems, pains, gains & jobs and how urgent are those?

Answer here

What are their main goals and objectives?

Answer here

How good is your solution solving their problems and helping reaching the
objectives?

Answer here
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Extended Net Promoter Score

"In 2003, Fred Reichheld , a partner at Bain & Company, created a
new way of measuring how well an organization treats the
people whose lives it affects — how well it generates relationships
worthy of loyalty. He called that metric theNet Promoter Score®  ,
or NPS®. He shared the methodology so that anyone could apply
it."

netpromotersystem.com 

You are asking your customer the following question:

“On a scale of zero to ten, how likely are you to recommend
our business to a friend or colleague?”

Customers that give you a 6 or below are Detractors, a score of 7
or 8 are called Passives, and a 9 or 10 are Promoters.

To calculate your Net Promoter Score, subtract the percentage of
Detractors from the percentage of Promoters. It is that simple.

So, if 60% of respondents were Promoters and 10% were
Detractors, your Net Promoter is a score of 50.

NPS scores can be different across various industries. However, it
is generally accepted that a score above 0 is considered to be a
good start.

If the score is close to 50 then this is considered to be a
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Extending Net Promoter Score

Help! We have no PMF.

"72% of customers will share a positive experience with 6 or more
people.

On the other hand, if a customer is not happy,13% of them will
share their experience with 15 or even more." 

Esteban Kolsky    , Vendor Consigliere, User Advisor, All Around
Analyst

Your focus of analysis when using the NPS survey should be on
the Passives (on-the-fence) and Promoters  (your fans).

Extend the survey with at least the following questions:

1. If you do not know: identify customer profile / persona

2. What is the primary benefit that you have received from
[ProductName]?

3. How can we improve [ProductName] to better meet your
needs?

1. If you have started scaling, you should scale down to decrease
your burn rate immediately.

2. Find new customer segments for your product. As many as
possible.

3. Start the process again: ideation -> market research ->
problem/ solution -> value proposition -> testing

4.  You are in good company. It took Netflix, Segment, Airbnb,
PagerDuty, Superhuman and Amplitude between 1 and 4 years
to find PMF.
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Metrics Indicating PMF
“When we look at what builds scalable acquisition channels, it’s having a strong
cohort retention rate.” 

 Cohen-Shohet,  FormerEVP of Growth & Adoption Symphony.com

Metric  How Important

Retention Curve  cohort analysis  Pick a metric that
presents value and
frequency 

Product Usage  cohort analysis  Meaningful Usage and
Frequency   

Organic Growth Rate   % users / customers
organic + cohort 

 Direct traffic / organic
traffic

 Referral Rate    % users / customers
referral + cohort 

 Best measured after-
sales

  Aquisition Costs  (CAC) Sales and Marketing
Costs / New Customers
Won

 Track over time as well

 LTV Gross Margin % X Avg.
Payment / Churn Rate

  Track over time as well

CAC < LTV  LTV should be a multiple
of CAC

 Aim for at least 2x

As with the other methods, your aim is to analyse cohorts per customer
segment and extract your superusers / advocates / on-the-fence.

Analyse usage metrics & journeys of the superusers / advocates.

Conduct surveys and interviews on regular basis for confirmation. 
Retention, growth rate and usage: if all three are high,
Congratulations, you have Product Market Fit!
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 Is Product-Market Fit a Broken
Concept?

“Should we listen to firms like Andreesen
Horowitz or startup marketers like Brian Tod
or influential investment partners simply
because they’ve watched, advised, or
invested in lots of companies who’ve failed at
this (and a few who haven’t)? To me, it’s a
clear no. I cannot see a benefit or value-add
to product development, gathering of
customer feedback, marketing, or any aspect
of the company’s strategy or its tactics. The
only way fit-vs.-no-fit is helpful is in its
simplicity. And by now, I should know
better… We should know better than trust
simple > complex when it comes to building
and marketing things to people.”

Rand Fishkin, founder of SparkToro  / Moz
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Nick Kozmin Six PMF Questions
“At Skyscanner we developed an in-house Product Market Fit tool that allowed us to
automatically score product market fit and track progress against it, enabling easy
comparison between markets and regional trends. ” 

Yara Paoli  - Chief Growth Scientist @Growth OS. Ex CGO in residence @Preply, Former VP of Growth
@Skyscanner.

Nick Kozmin from SalesProcess.io uses these 6 questions to check for Product Market
Fit:

1. Is the person and desire clearly defined?

2. Can you access the person?

3. Does the person have money?

4. Is the problem you are solving painful and urgent?

5. Is your solution the best or only option for the defined person?

6. Is the vehicle you use to deliver the solution effective?

The last question is about the scalability of the solution. Some solutions are time-
consuming and or capital intensive to scale: food delivery, transportation. Others are
more easy to scale: software, online training, ebooks etc.

You need to answer all of the above questions with a clear "yes" and chances are very
high that you are on track to product market fit and ready to scale.

I
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Create a lean test of an idea

1 Name the company, Buy domain, Set up a landing page using
ClickFunnels, Instapage, Wordpress, Unbounce

 

2 Write email &  landingpage copy: hero statement, USPs, CTA, thank
you e-mail, follow-up e-mail

 

3
Set up GA and GTM, connect stripe for payments, connect email
service (e.g.: getresponse, mailchimp), set-up Google ads account
(with free credits), set-up FB ad account

 

4
Define Goals: e-mail sign-ups or even better: collect payments
(you can refund immediatly)

 

5 Unpaid traffic: post to Quora, Reddit, HackerNews, Medium,
Startup FB groups, e-mail your adres book

 

6 Buy some targeted FB ads, Google Ads, LinkedIn Ads. Find emails
of target customers using hunter.io and cold e-mail.
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We designed a training program for founders to validate product/market fit. We

help you to define and research your market,define the value hypothesis and

analyze customer feedback and data. Incorporating the voice of the customer

into your marketing, communication and product, to get your company ready to

scale for growth and continue with the growth hypothesis?

BOOK INTAKE

READY TO VALIDATE AND SCALE YOUR BUSINESS?
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Interview Questions
This 

Questions SetI

Tell me about yourself [related to your market]?

Tell me about [your market /interest]?

Tell me your thoughts about [market]?

What do you see in [market]?

What do you feel about [market]?

What do you do in [market]?

Questions Set II

How do you currently operate [in market of interest]?

What’s [difficult, annoying] about [area of market]?

What are the top [5] hardest things about [market of interest]?

What are the top 5 things you want to do better this year in [general market of interest]?

Why is/isn’t [your specific market of interest on that list]?

What are your top [5] priorities [in your market]?

  

Questions III

Where do you research / learn about [market of interest]?

Who [advises, supports] you [area of market]?

What are the top [5] information resources about [market of interest]?

Who are the top 5 thought leaders in [general market of interest]?
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Read Further  / References
We used the following resources. They are all great.

https://hitenism.com/slack-product-market-fit-survey/

https://hitenism.com/wp-content/uploads/slack-pm-fit-survey-pdf.pdf

https://venturehacks.com/sean-ellis-interview

https://productcoalition.com/using-net-promoter-score-nps-for-measuring-your-product-market-fit-75e04cc6d82b

https://salesprocess.io/contents/30-salesprocess-nick-kozmin-making-millions-scientific-method

https://blog.growthhackers.com/from-32-to-1000-employees-validating-product-market-fit-defining-a-north-star-metric-more-470ed317bf4e

https://buffer.com/resources/measure-productmarket-fit-product-feature/

https://medium.com/@adjblog/how-do-you-validate-a-startup-idea-b6e71a5ea803

https://www.alexanderjarvis.com/real-reason-launch-faster-doesnt-get-talked/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6pl5GG8RQ4&feature=youtu.be_

https://coda.io/@rahulvohra/superhuman-product-market-fit-engine

https://www.forbes.com/sites/alejandrocremades/2018/09/23/how-to-effectively-determine-your-market-size/?sh=221c9ab913d8

https://www.uschamber.com/co/start/strategy/how-to-conduct-competitive-
research#:~:text=Competitive%20research%20involves%20identifying%20your,of%20their%20products%20and%20services.&text=Four%20benefits%20to%20doi

https://www.entrepreneur.com/encyclopedia/competitive-analysis

https://www.solverboard.com/blog/what-makes-a-good-hypothesis

https://www.hotjar.com/blog/market-research/

https://jumpseller.com/learn/how-to-do-product-testing/

https://startupgenome.com/blog

https://www.failory.com/blog/startup-failure-rate

https://www.cbinsights.com/research/startup-failure-reasons-top/

https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg23331101-000-diaper-tech/

https://medium.com/how-to-start-a-startup/47-quotes-from-sam-altman-on-building-a-great-product-
51aa656952ab#:~:text=%E2%80%9CIf%20you%20make%20something%20that,consumer%20products%20and%20enterprise%20products.%E2%80%9D

https://www.lennysnewsletter.com/p/what-it-feels-like-when-youve-found
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Read Further  / References
We used the following resources. They are all great.

https://sparktoro.com/blog/product-market-fit-is-a-broken-concept-theres-a-better-way

https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/insights/sequoias-don-valentine-what-problem-are-you-solving

https://youtu.be/nKN-abRJMEw

https://www.nfx.com/post/10-places-to-find-product-market-fit/

https://a16z.com/2017/02/18/12-things-about-product-market-fit/

https://pmarchive.com/guide_to_startups_part4.html

https://mixergy.com/interviews/wealthfront-with-andy-rachleff/

https://explorecourses.stanford.edu/search?q=STRAMGT%2B359&academicYear=20142015

https://medium.com/the-mission/good-markets-f60a6107b3e8

https://andrewchen.co/when-has-a-consumer-startup-hit-productmarket-fit/

https://www.intercom.com/blog/podcasts/the-myths-of-product-market-fit/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Net_Promoter

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/what-marketers-can-learn-from-pampers-best-in-class-brand-callou/

https://brianbalfour.com/essays/product-market-fit

https://www.consumerpsychologist.com/cb_Research_Methods.html#:~:text=Primary%20Methods.,%2C%20observation%2C%20and%20focus%20groups.

https://platformthinkinglabs.com/seeding-two-sided-businesses-strategy-chicken-and-egg-problem/

https://medium.com/we-are-trekker/adventure-time-trying-to-find-product-market-fit-for-a-marketplace-1700d1b9f8e0

https://yes2belgium.be/coca-colas-belgium-innovation-center-a-peek-behind-the-scenes/

https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/food/why-do-major-fmcg-manufacturers-spend-more-innovation

https://www.productplan.com/learn/what-is-a-product-roadmap/

https://www.slideshare.net/ekolsky/cx-for-executives

https://builtin.com/product/product-market-fit-tech-leaders

https://builtin.com/product/product-market-fit
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https://medium.com/analytics-for-humans/a-beginners-guide-to-cohort-analysis-the-most-actionable-and-underrated-report-on-google-c0797d826bf4#:~:text=In%20the%20context%20of%20business,of%20different%20cohorts%20over%20time
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Read Further  / References
We used the following resources. They are all great.

https://the.gt/cohort-analysis-growth-metrics-vs-product-metrics/#Why_growth_metrics_are_meaningless_for_product_analytics

https://hackernoon.com/quantifying-ycs-make-something-people-want-2d07b7762f56

https://firstround.com/review/what-i-learned-from-developing-branding-for-airbnb-dropbox-and-thumbtack/

https://customergauge.com/blog/how-to-calculate-the-net-promoter-
score/#:~:text=To%20calculate%20your%20Net%20Promoter%20Score%2C%20subtract%20the%20percentage%20of,is%20a%20score%20of%2040.

https://venturebeat.com/2014/08/02/cloud-startup-product-market-fit/

https://pointninecap.typeform.com/to/lxG7os

https://scaleupnation.com/post/prepare-yourself-for-postproduct-market-fit/

https://medium.com/@adityakothadiya/andy-rachleff-on-product-market-fit-4da10e3a3e7f

https://pmfsurvey.com/
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